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4. Rationale:
Clinical stroke is one way in which vascular risk factors might adversely impact cognition, and increase risk for dementia and perhaps Alzheimer's disease (AD), although it is more likely that other subclinical brain changes, probably on the same pathophysiologic spectrum as clinical stroke, are contributors to dementia and AD. Both subclinical infarcts and leukoaraiosis, or white matter hyperintensities (WMH), are manifestations of brain microvascular disease, with strong associations with hypertension, including in our own studies in ARIC, and other vascular risk factors including smoking and diabetes. These brain microvascular changes been associated with cognitive impairment and cerebral atrophy (including regions usually involved in AD), with similar results showing WMH as important risk factors for cognitive decline in other studies.

Data are conflicting as to the role of brain microvascular disease in AD, pointing to the need for further, well-designed studies in this area. While some studies have suggested that microvascular disease and AD neuropathologic changes are uncorrelated (or that persons with a large amount of one type of pathology have relatively little of the other), other pathologic studies suggest the opposite, with microvascular changes (including WMH) found more frequently in brains of AD patients than in similar-aged controls. Unfortunately, survivor bias limits the likelihood that persons with both severe small vessel disease and severe AD neuropathology are evaluated, and AD neuropathologic changes themselves can impact blood brain barrier permeability and alter cerebral perfusion, which in turn can lead to WMH, leading to possible reverse causality (AD causing WMH and its progression).

The use of [18F]-AV-45 (florbetapir, Amyvid) permits us to image fibrillar β-amyloid (the accumulation of which, by leading hypotheses, is the cause of AD), using PET imaging; presence of florbetapir uptake has been associated with Aβ on autopsy, and higher uptake has been linked to steeper cognitive decline. In the ARIC-PET study (2011-2013), 346 nondemented participants who had been in ARIC-NCS, and had completed stage 3 (with brain MRI) through ARIC-NCS, completed florbetapir PET imaging within a year of the brain MRI scans. We found in this study that amyloid levels were elevated in black participants as compared to white participants, and that those associations were independent of other major vascular risk factors and WMH volume, suggesting that WMH volume globally was not the entire reason for the racial disparities observed. A manuscript in preparation (and presented in abstract form at the Human Amyloid Imaging conference) is evaluating midlife vascular risk factors and late-life brain amyloid; individual risk factors do not appear to be associated with increased brain amyloid, but a cumulative increasing burden of midlife risk factors is associated, in a dose-response type of pattern, and with increasing effect among carriers of an APOE ε4 allele, with late-life brain amyloid, among nondemented individuals. Many of these risk factors are also associated with increasing brain small vessel disease, so it is critical to understand the direct effect of brain small vessel disease on brain amyloid in order to further understand the full relationship and mechanism of how elevated vascular risk might impact brain amyloid and the development of AD.

In this manuscript, we will evaluate the cross-sectional association between brain small vessel disease and brain amyloid, among participants from the ARIC-PET study. Beyond evaluating global burden of brain small vessel disease and global brain amyloid, we will evaluate regional increases in both small vessel disease and amyloid to determine if these are associated with one another (increased small vessel disease in regions where amyloid is increased).
5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:
1. Global cortical Aβ deposition by PET will be associated with increased white matter hyperintensity volume (on brain MRI) and subclinical infarcts on brain MRI.
2. Global cortical Aβ deposition by PET will be associated with abnormal white matter tract connectivity, defined using diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) from MRI scans (lower fractional anisotropy and higher mean diffusivity).
3. Associations observed in #1 and #2, above, will be stronger in blacks compared to white participants.
4. Associations observed in #1 and #2, above, will be stronger in APOE ε4 carriers compared to noncarriers.
5. Regional increased uptake in Aβ will co-occur in regions with higher WMH volume and abnormal tract connectivity.

6. Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).
Analysis of all participants in completed ARIC-PET study (N= 346 completed scans (one additional person was not able to complete the scan so her data is not usable). All analyses will be cross-sectional, using brain MRI data from ARIC-NCS and PET data from ARIC-PET.

Inclusion criteria (for inclusion in ARIC-PET; all of these persons will be included in analysis): persons with a CDR of 3 or lower, and also with a FAQ of 5 or lower, and with a brain MRI (from ARIC-NCS) within 12 months of recruitment. MMSE cannot be “low” (<19 for African-Americans and <21 for Caucasians) at the time of visit 5/ NCS. All participants were required to be able to give their own consent.

Exclusion criteria for involvement in ARIC-PET: We excluded individuals with history of: (1) radiation therapy, chemotherapy, or surgery in the 6 weeks preceding the ARIC-PET visit; or (2) clinically significant liver or renal dysfunction; (3) prolonged QT interval; (4) drug or alcohol abuse. We will allow use of anticholinergic medications or memantine if the dose has been stable for ≥3 months preceding the PET scan.

Outcome: Standardized Uptake Volume Ratio (SUVR) of florbetapir (amyloid) by ARIC-PET, in prespecified regions of interest. For hypotheses 1-4, global mean cortical SUVR, which is a weighted average (based on region-of-interest (ROI) volumes) of regions known to be typically impacted in AD. The SUVR’s will be evaluated as continuous variables as well as a binary variable based on a hypothetical cutpoint explored in prior literature of an SUVR of 1.1 or 1.2 (each to be analyzed, as these have both been used in prior literature). Separate regional SUVR values will also be evaluated for hypothesis 5.

Brain MRI data will include the white matter hyperintensity (WMH) volume variable from the ARIC-NCS MRI scans; all analyses of this variable will include adjustment for total intracranial volume. In addition, mean diffusivity and fractional anisotropy will be analyzed (hypothesis 2), and analyses will be repeated including WMH volume as a covariate, to determine if any associations with abnormal connectivity are independent of WMH volume. Infarcts will be evaluated both as present/ absent as well as number of
infarcts on MRI (cortical and subcortical; these will be evaluated separately as well as together), as predictors of brain amyloid.

For hypothesis 1, to combine WMH and brain infarcts, we will evaluate these in the same model, and consider presence of any infarcts or top third of WMH volume as evidence of larger small vessel disease burden.

Other variables: We will include race, center, sex, and age information from ARIC baseline (race, center, sex) and visit 5 (age), as well as apoE genotype from prior ARIC measurement. In addition, hypertension and systolic and diastolic blood pressures, diabetes, hypercholesterolemia, and smoking status will all be assessed from ARIC-NCS. Level of educational attainment as a covariate will be included in models.

Data analysis: Our primary analysis will consider regression and linear models and logistic regression. As mentioned, we will include ICV as a potential confounder. In addition to region-at-a-time analyses, we will explore multivariate outcome models to see if regional inter-dependence adds precision to results. We will explore the SUVR data for normality, to see if transformation of the values should be considered; quantile regression will be explored if interpretable transformations are not successful. Separate models will be evaluated for the separate global measure as well as ROI’s as described. We will also evaluate logistic regression models including the binary SUVR>1.1 (or 1.2) cutpoint as used in previous papers. The covariates described above will be explored as independent variables, with additional models evaluating an interaction between race and APOE, each (hypotheses 3 and 4), and each of the separate brain MRI markers.

For hypothesis 5, for regional analyses, separate analyses will be done for SUVR and WMH volumes (and DTI measurements) in the primary regions involved in AD (insula, precuneus).
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